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Re: Legal and factual basis of my refusal to pay voluntary personal income taxes:

Alternatively: Systematic rationalizing away of values / laws required for peace and civilization:

Alternatively: Defense of civilization versus enslave the civilized perspective:

Alternatively: Subversion of Law to diverge from provable reality to become an instrument of 

servitude.

Alternatively: following orders / process summing to crimes against peace and civilization:
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This is a very simple matter of decades of abuse of power of law for destructive ends 

and strategic denial of the basic facts of life and law: When you hurt someone and/or those 

they care about, there WILL be negative consequences.

I was once a highly productive Canadian, paying significant taxes before my family was 

assaulted and my daughters placed at severe risk by a corrupt divorce industry, running a 

protection racket based on promising and imposing inequality under law. Actions have 

consequences. Fact, reason, law and acknowledgement of common interest regarding peaceful 

coexistence has failed in this and related matters.

The choice of whether to "volunteer" or, "consent to be governed", or not is mine, as a 

free individual. A simple, peaceful "no thanks, go away" (refusal to associate) from anyone with 

issues regarding barbaric behaviour of their governments should suffice and be respected, but, 

clearly is not. The predators in this matter are addicted to "something from nothing" (other 

people's property), a myopic short term perspective with the long term consequences of 

destroying western civilization (peaceful division of labour). Our public servants / employees 

have rationalized themselves to be master and, the people slaves.

The only reason I again state the facts of this matter is because honest members of 

government and law, able to objectively think, need to be aware (me being fair, to give you a 

chance, a warning, knowledge to act) that you, like all Canadians are on a collective trajectory 

to social / economic collapse imposed by fools mindlessly following process / orders, harming 

peace and civilization to the detriment of consent / support of the productive, creating 

opposition of those who actually pay your salaries. Once the productive and the work ethic are 

fully destroyed, you and your political dependents are next. You may consider my informed, 

proven (analysis by an accomplished system design engineer) perspective in this matter to be a 

minority conclusion, but I assure you, I am far from alone and, many, perhaps the majority of 

objective thinkers have concluded that government and law is beyond fact and reason, in a 

deluded decree of man, unsustainable artificial reality and have either voted with their feet 

(brain drain, offshoring of industry) or, have adopted more passive methods of defense such as 

concluding that being productive places them at risk, reducing productivity. The court of public 

opinion is pondering how best to deal with the criminals (those who harm people, by false 

rationalizations) in control.

Truth is, real history of civilization is a sorry chronicle of tit for tat conflict between 

predator and prey, resulting in peace and civilization becoming collateral damage when 

predators achieve control. When societies are enslaved, peace and civilization devolves to war 

of all, against all, with no concept that respecting peace and common interest enforced by 

impartial rule of law is absolutely necessary for keeping the peace required to allow division of 

labour (trade of property produced) equals civilization. I again attempt to state / prove the facts 

to those who incorrectly believe that their unsubstantiated opinion has anything to do with and, 

in many cases trumps proven reality, fact and reason. I do not expect to succeed but am morally 

and legally compelled to try, independent of risks. I do expect all of us, you included to be 

consumed in inevitable social / economic collapse, as a consequence of predators in control. 
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I know, for a fact that I have possible allies within government and law, apparently a 

minority, sharing my concerns. The evidence and knowledge backing up my position is 

irrefutable. I have suffered decades of threats and aggressions against my person, family, career 

and property, resulting in great harm. I have been morally / legally forced to choose the "or 

else" option in response to the general "obey or else" threat of arbitrary power, coercing 

contrary to fact, law and reason. My enemies are predatory tyrants who oppose the founding 

legal and moral principles of peace and western civilization, seeking to enslave and thereby 

destroy all of us. Historically, voluntary income taxes were proposed by appealing to patriotic 

Canadians to pay for war. That is exactly what we are paying for, intergroup conflict, 

domestically and internationally, unproductive forces attempting to get a slice of the pie that 

they are incapable of producing and are destroying by the attempt.

I am an intelligent, peaceful human being, faced with very dangerous fools who believe 

that the woes of humanity can be "solved" by them being master, forcefully coercing everyone 

and, the rest of us slaves, as opposed to dealing with predators with false rationalizations, 

within a completely subverted / propagandized educational and media environment, making 

criminal behaviour appear "necessary" among ignorant perspectives lacking any conception of 

common interest and requirements for peace and civilized coexistance.

Historically, when the moral and legal values of personal responsibility and equality (in terms of 

measurable rights and responsibilities) among human beings are no longer respected, 

civilization implodes into a war of all, against all, a pointless "king of the hill" (rule of man) 

game, where to become king (master predator) is to lose, since the predations ally everyone 

else in common interest against the "king". This is the meaning of the phrase "politics makes 

strange bedfellows".

I have five basic legal reasons in no particular order why I have been forced to adopt a position 

of "peaceful civil disobedience":

1 ) Conscientious objector:

Tyrants are using inequality of treatment under law to implement and enforce divisive 

social policies, creating a state of conflict and political paralysis between the productive 

(taxpayers) and the appeased (unproductive), whining for special treatment which 

violates the equality of treatment requirements of both the rule of law and Canadian 

Constitution. Conflict and appeasement of the irresponsible has destroyed the values of 

personal responsibility and work ethic, collapsing peace and the Canadian economy, 

placing us on a path to unsustainable debt (servitude) to international bankers. Those 

who are forcefully demanded to pay this debt are not those who incurred it, nor had 

any choice in the matter, an injustice. This behaviour is treason against the sovereigns 

(peoples) of Canada, creating conflict between those who are decreed personally 

responsible for paying the bills and the entitled (bribed voters). Historically, all known 

democracies have socially / economically collapsed (productivity discouraged) once 

voters realize they can, under color of false law forcefully steal other peoples (those 

who have earned it) property. Paying voluntary income taxes is giving material aid and 

support to lawless barbarians making me an accessory to their crimes, by my complicity 
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in paying for illegal, criminal, harmful, anti-social behaviour on the parts of various 

corrupt individuals within government and law. Our highest laws (Nuremberg) state 

that we, individually are responsible for our own actions / inactions, including obligation 

to oppose tyranny, else, be held collectively responsible as Germans were for the Nazi 

tyranny. Our ancestors, including my family fought and died for these civilized principles 

which have been rationalized away, making it my problem, lest their sacrifices be 

wasted and lost in the dustbin of history.

In the matter of my divorce, I also successfully, at cost of my career avoided being an 

accessory to crimes, securing my daughters survival and best interests, by being a 

responsible parent, as demanded by objectively interpreted law (Divorce Act), in 

opposition to contrary judicial decrees which forcefully evicted me from my daughter's 

lives.

Governments and citizens have become addicted to other peoples productivity and, this 

has resulted in a mass exodus of the productive and industry from Canada and the west, 

destroying the tax base required for government and law. This unproductive addiction 

is deepening and, desperation for resources is resulting in deepening tyranny. 

Governments, civilizations and societies cannot long exist without consent of the 

productive, justice (those who do the actions are responsible for the consequences, a 

level playing field, equal rules for all) and personal responsibility values.

2 ) Self-defence, my previously paid and currently demanded income taxes have been and are 

used to harm myself, family, fellow Canadians and peaceful, lawful affairs.

Previous correspondence / evidence in this matter 

http://www.divorcefraud.org/modules/article/view.article.php/c8/22

Analysis of costs to Canadians: 

http://www.divorcefraud.org/modules/article/view.article.php/c8/23

Prior to myself and family being illegally assaulted and impoverished by ignorant / 

corrupt judges and conspiring lawyers in the matter of my divorce and my life and 

productive energies being diverted into self-defense, I was paying substantial taxes and 

creating many jobs and much prosperity for Canadians. The offences against my 

peaceful, lawful, affairs are ongoing. Being forced to provide resources to my predators, 

for ongoing aggressions is contrary to my right to life. Note that, legally, "right to life" 

has been (playing with words, narrowing definitions) re-defined to mean: governments 

cannot kill us as opposed to the right to be left alone, to peacefully exist and participate 

in civilization, as established by our freedom fighting ancestors. Current law demands us 

to pay rent for our right to exist and to belong to THEIR decree of man civilization, 

aggressing against and destroying alternative methods of peaceful social / economic 

organization which excludes them, contrary to freedom of association.

Further, when under assault, my right to life allows defense, breaking the minimal set of 

laws necessary to stop the aggressions, a proportional response. My defense has been 

as minimal as possible: peacefully refusing to cooperate or provide proceeds of crime, 
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to commit more crimes. The law interprets doing nothing as an aggressive action, 

causing harm, alleges that compulsion is necessary, contrary to common law freedoms. 

The only ones that are "harmed" by my inaction and lack of support is criminals, 

predators, control freaks and their unproductive dependents. To their subjective 

perspective, I am very dangerous unruly prey and, it is "necessary" (Machiavelli, falsely 

framed arguments) that "consent of the productive" be forced (becoming terror of the 

productive), to appease the unproductive. I can be destroyed, but not forced to support 

criminals (those who cause harm).

3 ) Income taxation is voluntary:

Basic Law States: Submitting and signing a tax return is a legal contract volunteering to 

pay taxes and attesting to truth. Failure to voluntarily submit (or alleged suspicion of 

fraud) allows Revenue Canada to make an arbitrary decree as to taxes owing. There is 

NO LAW stating any arbitrary decrees by unaccountable bureaucrats has force of law. If 

there were such a law, there would be no function for the judiciary and legal 

"profession" to perform in curbing arbitrary, lawless barbaric governments. Citizens 

would live under complete servitude. Bureaucratic opinions (following process / orders, 

regulation) regarding taxation can and will be used a weapon to selectively destroy 

anyone who dissents the opinions of those who control the apparatus of state, as has 

and is being used against me and my right to life and peaceful, lawful affairs.

I have repeatedly demanded from Revenue Canada “show me the law” relating their 

arbitrary decrees to law. In general, no law authorizing compulsion (servitude, apart 

from refraining from harming others, except self-defense) is valid. I have NOT 

contracted nor consented to income tax and have explicitly refused since 1994. 

Imposing income taxes against my will is servitude, by arbitrary decree. Once again, as a 

reasonable law abiding person, if the government can show me the basic law translating 

decrees of some men, enslaving others to law written and passed by our democratic 

representatives, I will consider obeying it, then, be armed with the smoking gun of the 

law (as opposed to opinion) being an unaccountable instrument of servitude. Otherwise 

this matter is a difference of opinion where one side is a very dangerous predatory 

bully, unreasonable, threatening me, abusing power (compulsion to servitude) that 

does not and cannot lawfully exist, despite a very large chorus with contrary 

propaganda (including subverted education) induced opinions, addicted to enslaving 

free people, destroying civilization (peaceful division of labour), which we are suffering 

from now. Predators and prey cannot peacefully coexist and, once the prey are 

destroyed, predators are next, as proven by history, with zero exceptions.

4 ) Lack of Due Process / appeal to law in enforcement

Revenue Canada's position that they can make arbitrary decrees (opinion) as to taxes 

owing (debt servitude), have this decree enforced by the executive, my bank accounts 

(corporate included) and other lawful contracts (associations) interfered with, my hard 

earned money and property subject to seizure and sale and a lien placed on my home 

allows the executive, by decree, lacking due process of law to target and destroy 
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anyone who they do not like. In particular, me, for the crime of being an intelligent, 

morally aware human being, in compliance with law as written and objectively 

interpreted as opposed to interpreted in a biased (benefit some at expense of others) 

manner. Corrupt divorce courts forced me to choose to obey law as written (Divorce 

Act), as opposed to decreed, placing myself and family at risk for obeying law as 

written, as opposed to interpreted by rule of man, on the bench. Further, if I 

compromise and pay the taxes (unable to) demanded, there is absolutely nothing 

preventing further arbitrary decrees totally impoverishing me. My enemies (causing me 

harm), by their behaviour and lust for arbitrary power appear to seek to totally destroy 

me and have my factual knowledge regarding law and peaceful coexistence (western 

civilization) lost in the dustbin of history.

Further, these arbitrary decrees were appealed to Revenue Canada with the result that 

their opinion stands, until I volunteer to be taxed by submitting tax returns. It is beyond 

comprehension that a "volunteer or else" threat can be conceived to be in any way 

voluntary. I was offered the (expensive, pointless) option to bring this matter before the 

Tax Court, a specialized court which is immune to any challenges outside the scope of 

tax regulation, ignoring the realm of human rights and equality under law. Lack of due 

process and judicial review violates my right to make full answer and defence as a 

common law right under Section 7 of the Charter. Currently, there is no possibility of 

defense without suing the perpetrators, a matter that, if it makes it to the Supreme 

Court at all will cost hundreds of thousands, if not millions of dollars, far beyond 

resources in possession of mere mortals. I consider the inability to defend and Revenue 

Canada's inability to produce the law relating their decrees to force of law to be 

obstruction of justice. Further, if my doing nothing is a crime, Revenue Canada should 

criminally charge me, and, as an accused criminal, I will be entitled to legal resources 

and, since jail time is a possibility, a jury trial.

5 ) Government and law are public servants / employees, not masters:

No private citizen has the lawful power to behave in a criminal manner, interfering in 

the peaceful survival, associations, property and freedoms of their fellow citizens. The 

only lawful power the people have is self-ownership and self-defense from predators. 

Any power that government and law allege regarding aggressing upon and interfering 

with the peaceful freedoms of Canadians is, by process of elimination, self-decreed, 

lacking consent of the governed, who can only transfer (consent to) power that lawfully 

exists. The law refuses to control democratic excesses (arbitrary power exercising 

powers / initiating aggression) that cannot be transferred by democratic or any 

mandate, since voters do not have the legal power to be criminals against their fellows, 

a legal point that the Nazis violating equality requirements of "rule of law" (Get the 

Jews) had to be forcefully corrected by a very devastating world war.

6 ) Psychological Integrity:

I have been in a state of terror from lawless arbitrary power, including defending from 

threats to the survival of my daughters since 1994 (21 years). My ability to pursue my 
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career has been destroyed. My ability to live with personal integrity as an honest, 

intelligent, personally responsible person (raising my daughters to be honest, personally 

responsible, able to contribute to peaceful division of labour) has been forcefully 

opposed. The security of my person has been severely compromised by arbitrary 

threats of "obey or else", which will result in seizure and sale of my home and property 

and evicting my wife and I to the street, destitute, with no place to live or work. I have 

experienced this before, the divorce courts thrust me from Senior Engineer of my 

division at Nortel, impoverished me, forced me to live in a friend's basement, on 

charity, destitute, forced to pay for my ex-wife to be an irresponsible role model, risking 

my daughters by her drinking and driving. I have been evicted from civilization (peaceful 

division of labour). My wife is terrified and, this matter may cost our marriage, due to 

no peace or security, the rest of my life spent in self-defense, unable to focus on work 

or deal with anything but survival threats. I am in a state of war that I did not start and 

expect "might is right" to continue to delude itself that it is "right", to the detriment of 

us all.

The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, which followed World War II, called 

the waging of aggressive war "essentially an evil thing...to initiate a war of 

aggression...is not only an international crime; it is the supreme international crime, 

differing only from other war crimes in that it contains within itself the accumulated evil 

of the whole."

Current situation:

To date, Revenue Canada alleges (by lawless decrees of man) that I have a total 

outstanding tax debt of $40,230 and has placed a lien on my fully paid home, my only significant 

asset. They have not yet initiated seizure and sale and, I suspect, since it is jointly owned by my 

wife (an innocent) they cannot, by the laws Revenue Canada does acknowledge. I suspect we 

are at a stalemate in this matter and, Revenue Canada will continue decreeing and increasing 

this lien until the fruits of labour (property) of my entire life are decreed their property and, my 

daughters will receive no inheritance.

Because of the above stalemate (my opinion, cannot read their minds, only actions are 

provable), Revenue Canada decided to move up the food chain and illegally attack my 

corporation, an unrelated, legally independent individual, which I interpret as an attempt to 

starve me out, by destroying my ability to make a living and financially survive. My corporation 

has been, to the best of my ability, in scrupulous compliance with all laws, tax filings and 

payments.

On February 10, 2014, My Corporation, Bill Ross Enterprises, Ltd. received a requirement to pay 

notice from Revenue Canada demanding that any and all payments due to Bill Ross, the 

individual, decreed tax debtor, be diverted from Bill Ross to Revenue Canada. Upon 

consultation with Bill Ross who disputes this decreed tax debt, Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. decided 

to stay out of this difference of opinion dispute and, not be an agent for tyranny, else also be 

complicit in these clearly proven, but strategically denied crimes and legally liable. Further, the 
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only significant asset of Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd is the skills of Bill Ross who hopefully, will soon 

be allowed enough peace and security to be productive, or end up fired. A seizure and sale of 

the assets of Bill Ross Enterprises will yield very little, since it is composed of mostly obsolete 

computer equipment. With the time, energy and security of Bill Ross being devoted to defense, 

unable to focus on work, Bill Ross Enterprises appears doomed to economically fail, just another 

innocent collateral damage in the political wars between the productive and unproductive 

which has also driven the best and brightest out of Canada contributing to economic collapse of 

Canada, reducing us to a highly indebted, hewers of wood, drawers of water economy, a natural 

resource providing colony.

On March 28, 2014, Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd, made a corporate HST payment of $8900.00 to 

Revenue Canada. On May 30, 2014, this corporate HST payment was stolen from the HST 

account of Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. (an independent individual) and used to pay the equivalent 

decreed debt of Bill Ross, the individual. Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. immediately complained 

regarding this theft by phone call to Revenue Canada and was basically told: no, we can do 

whatever we want (translation to realspeak: pay up or die). My accountant has also disputed 

this in written correspondence, with no answer, to date.

This has left Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. in the position that any tax payments required to maintain 

scrupulous compliance with tax laws cannot be made because Revenue Canada is of the opinion 

that corporate tax payments can be stolen and applied to an unrelated individual. By this illegal 

trap, Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd cannot make tax payments to remain in tax compliance, despite a 

history, will and stated intent to be a law abiding corporate citizen. If the consequences of this 

theft is allowed to stand, the result and intent is clear: Prevent Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd from 

being in compliance with tax laws, make Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd non-compliant with taxes, an 

excuse to destroy and seize the assets of Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd., as part of a campaign to 

destroy Bill Ross, the individual, for standing up against tyranny and for the law, as written (but 

not as interpreted by rule of some corrupt people, enslaving others).

Thus far, the funds stolen from Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. exceeds outstanding Federal and HST 

taxes and, Bill Ross Enterprises is not yet and desires to not be in an arrears position, but to 

remain legally in full compliance with applicable tax law. Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. 

unambiguously demands that this stolen HST payment herewith and henceforth be returned to 

the corporate HST account and that assurances be received from Revenue Canada, in writing 

that future tax payments will not be similarly diverted as a precondition to any future corporate 

tax payments. Once the theft is reversed and assurances received that this theft will not be 

repeated, Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd. undertakes to make all tax payments in a timely manner. 

Otherwise, Bill Ross Enterprises considers this theft a criminal aggression but has not yet 

decided an appropriate response.

Further, by incessant Revenue Canada notices to service providers, such as my bank, Bill Ross 

Enterprises Ltd., like Bill Ross has no credit rating (despite meeting all agreed obligations with all 

parties) to bring to market products (and resulting manufacturing jobs) that have been in 

development for many years. Bill Ross Enterprises Ltd, as Bill Ross may be forced to flee the 

Canadian socialist paradise, by and for the predators just to survive and to have some small 

measure of peace.

In Conclusion:

I have been engaged in pointless and illegal conflict for 21 years, my life and career completely 

destroyed. When I or anyone is forced to fight and defend themselves, they and I, by lack of 
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time, energy and lack of security are completely incapable of being productive and participating 

in civilization. This is the meaning of the current economic statistics of western civilization and 

increasing debt, the accumulated cost of unproductivity and conflict.

As a peaceful, civilized human being, determined not to be part of or facilitate the problems, 

nor to provide the proceeds of crime used to destroy the civilized and  civilization, I have made 

the only possible choice: Do NOT be an accessory to crimes by appeasing criminals and, do not 

allow the defeat of tyranny and establishment of objective rule of law achieved by our freedom 

fighting ancestors and blood and treasure of Canadians to be rationalized away by 

manipulating, word twisting sophists masked by controlled media. 

Your choice is whether to continue to be pawns, cogs in an oblivious to fact and reason (reality) 

machine, complicit in the destruction of western civilization, by reason of your short term 

survival considerations and terror to dissent at the long term cost of your jobs, peace and 

western civilization. As public servants, totally dependent on "consent of the productive", you 

need to choose between the orders / process of the tyrants who control your paychecks versus 

survival of the necessary values such as respecting work ethic and property rights of Canadians 

who actually pay your salaries, as public servants.

History is very clear regarding where (social / economic collapse) loss of consent of the honest 

and productive leads. It will not be me administering the consequences. Consequences will be 

administered by the dependent unproductive and riots in the streets when ongoing, inevitable 

economic collapse forces government into mass layoffs and to renege on entitlements. Greece 

and servitude to international bankers is coming to Canada. You can lead / terrify the 

productive to water, but you cannot make them drink your poison kool-aid and support you. 

Your only power is controlling OUR guns of state, terrifying with threats of destruction. I am not 

biting and I do not support, nor oppose you by forceful actions. Good luck rationalizing my 

doing nothing (refusing to be a slave) into a crime. I will leave forceful opposition up to others 

and natural historical forces, free mankind exercising collective will to survive.

Further details, evidence and rational arguments are available online, below:

http://www.divorcefraud.org/modules/TreeList/index.php?url=/Fools/StillFuckOff.pdf

For those who received this document by snail mail, an online copy, with links is available 

online, below:

http://www.divorcefraud.org/modules/TreeList/index.php?url=/Fools/20151025RCan.pdf

You really need to ponder how much intelligent opposition you have, by those who have 

concluded that states and law are insane, devoid of fact and reason, in a doomed forcefully 

imposed alternate alleged reality where might is right, by definition. It is only my sense of 

fairness that compels me to give you a chance, and be public servants, as opposed to master, 

despite the fact I have been given no chance.

Fact, reason and natural law (actions inevitably leading to consequences), independent of 
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dissenting opinions will determine outcomes. When you hurt people, there will be 

consequences. When you enslave people, there will be no productivity only rebellion. I, using 

my skills as a system design engineer have analyzed YOUR predatory system and, it is FUBAR, 

doomed, by lack of "consent of the productive", those who pay your salaries. Terror is not a 

good enough reason to convince me or anyone sane to obey arbitrary decrees by predators. Do 

what you will. I will live and die by fact and reason. When we are in conflict, we are not 

cooperating nor working for MUTUAL self interest, alleged to be selfish on my part.

There is not a single factual counter-argument that can be made that is not of the logical form: 

My rights, freedoms and status as a human being, entitled to equal treatment in terms of 

measurable rights and responsibilities by law is to be violated by false pretexts / excuses: 

somebody else's rights to life are superior to mine. This is similar to Nazi "get the Jews" for 

alleged "social good" rationalizations, as are all rationalizations made by government and law 

that they are God, determining who lives and who dies.

When I die, regardless of cause or circumstance, it is my intent to do so as a free human being, 

fully compliant with real law, with moral integrity, as an honest, personally responsible human 

being who has done much good and ZERO harm.

With all DUE respect;

Bill Ross
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